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Abstract: 
 
In this research , the effect of obstructed circular aperture from the sides by  line or by   
hyperbola has been studied to the specific values of the obstruction (0.25,0.5,0.75) on the 
image of triangular object by studying triangular spread function of triangular object for ideal 
optical system or contains focus error (W20= 0.5λ, 1λ) or spherical aberration (W40 =1λ ) or 
astigmatism aberration (W22=1λ) with rotation angle)ϕ=0(,the results have been compared 
with the circular aperture and obstructed circular aperture centrally in same values of side 
obstruction. 
The results showed that increasing the side obstruction in the ideal system leads to increase 
depth of focus of the image while the increasing ratio of central obstruction leads to increase 
the resolution power of the optical system, as for when there are focus error or aberrations in 
the optical  system, the side obstruction is working to increase the intensity in the formed 
image and reduce the effect of  aberrations on the distribution of intensity at plane of the 
image, while the central obstruction lead to distortion the formed image by the triangle. 
 The side obstruction gave good results for the distribution intensity of image and increase the 
side obstruction lead to increment image clarity, so the value of side obstruction (0.75) better 
than the other cases selected in the search, so that using the aperture obstructed by  line better 
than using aperture obstructed by a hyperbola as given the preference in values of intensity of 
the formed image. 
 
 
ةيبناجلا ةقاعلإا ريثأت ةيزكرملاو ثلثم مسج مادختساب يرصب ماظنل ةروصلا ةدش ىلع ةيرئادلا ةحتفلل 
 
ةصلاخلا: 
  ممت  مم ث    ممسارث ثحمم  ذممف ممس ةرث لا رممت  مميلئثدرث  مم ث  رث امما  ممقاعمرث   مممخبوأ دممئثد اممطقب  اممما   دممسا  اممقر
 م سرث(0.25,0.5,0.75)    ملع  م ث دب رمر و  ملثا  م س    مص  اما  نث  مرث  ملثمرث    اسرامب  دمسا ملمرب  امظنروأ 
  ثدممقا م رممب رممطب  مملع م مم سي (λ1,λ=0.520W )وأ (مولممو كمميد=1λ40W ) (  ممي ربؤرث كمميد وأ=1λ22W)   مميوثزب
( نث و 0=ϕ),   يلئثدرث  س ةرث اا جئا نرث    اقا  ت دقوو  يلئثدرث  س ةرث عمرث  ايزولا  قا ذا ا رث   سرث  اق سةنب . 
بجئا نرث تنا  نإ  اا ا رث  قاعلإث   ايد  ذراثمرث  اظنرث ذف  رإ م رت  ايد    اميد م رمت ام ناب    مرلر م رمارث  م عرث
ملرارث  اظنلر لالس رث   دق   ايد  رإ  يزولمرث  قاعلإث  ام ,ااأ   سو دنع  وأ م رب رطب امف ملمرارث  اظنرث ذف غ يد ن
   اميد  ملع لم عت  م ث  رث اما  مقاعمرث  س ةرثث  دمار  م  ن مرث    مررث ذمف اما لملقتولا رمت   ملع غ ميزرثذمف  دمارث اميد ت 
   ررث ى  ما  ,امناب م رت  قاعلإث   يزولمرث رإ . لثمرث  م لر    ن مرث    ررث هي ات 
  اا ا رث  قاعلإث نإتطعأ   دماس جئا    دمارث اميد  ر اميد نثو    مرلر   م و   اميد  مرإ م رمت  ماا ا رث  مقاعلإث  
   ررث,   ناف ررحر ماق   اا ا رث  قاعلإث0.75) )لضفأ نثو ,  سارث ذف   ا خمرث تناسرث ذقاب اا   ثدخ م ث   مس ف  ميلئث 
 اا  قاعا  ث  رث   خب  ثدخ  ث اا لضفأ س ف  يلئث   اا  قاعا   ث  رثب امطق دمئثد هم طعأ ام ررملت مضفأ اما  مقاعلإث  ال
   ن مرث    رلر  دارث  اقب. 
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1. Introduction: 
 
 
 
The diffraction is the major 
phenomenon limiting the resolving power 
of the system, For example, consider 
imaging of a distant star through a 
telescope, because of the distance of the 
star, the image should form on the focal 
plane, ideally as a point, as a result, the 
image consists of a central maximum in 
radiance surrounded by other optimal 
(secondary maxima or minima) which may 
be mistaken for other sources, for the same 
reason, a second and weaker star nearby 
may be missed altogether [1]. 
An imaging system is said to be 
diffraction-limited if a diverging spherical 
wave emanating from a point-source object 
is converted by the system into a new wave 
again perfectly spherical, that converges 
towards an ideal point in the image plane, 
where the location of that ideal image point 
is related to the location of the original 
object point through a simple scaling factor 
(the magnification) , a factor that must be 
the same for all points in the image field of 
interest if the system is to be ideal. For any 
real imaging system, this property will be 
satisfied, at best, over only finite regions of 
the object and image planes, if the object of 
interest is confined to the region for which 
this property holds, then the system may be 
regarded as being diffraction-limited. The 
two-point resolution criterion has long been 
used as a quality factor for optical systems, 
particularly in astronomical applications 
where it has a very real practical 
significance, according to the so-called 
Rayleigh criterion of resolution, two 
incoherent point sources are "barely 
resolvedly by a diffraction-limited system 
with a circular pupil when the center of the 
Airy intensity pattern generated by one 
point source falls exactly on the first zero of 
the Airy pattern generated by the second" 
[2]. 
The optical systems use real optical 
elements with machining and material 
deficiencies, it may not be possible to 
mathematically model these and other 
imperfections present in an optical system. 
Furthermore, the paraxial approximation 
which lies at the core of the matrix 
formulation of the preceding section may 
not be fully satisfied during the actual use 
of an optical system. Deviations from the 
paraxial approximation lead to geometrical 
aberrations (spherical aberration, coma, 
astigmatism, etc.), which degrade the 
quality of the image formed by an optical 
system, these deviations, at least in 
principle, can be handled mathematically, 
in addition, the effects of chromatic 
aberration and other aberrations are usually 
minimized by replacing a single lens by a 
suitable combination of lenses or by 
optimizing the radii of curvatures of the 
lenses (lens bending). Furthermore, 
diffraction of light puts a fundamental limit 
to the sharpness of optical images. 
Notwithstanding the fundamental role of 
diffraction in image formation, particularly 
in determining the resolving capability of 
optical systems, it is still useful to describe 
image formation by optical instruments 
within the paraxial approximation [3]. 
The point object is perfect object for 
testing optical system ,thus the point object 
has very small radius, therefore using this 
object is limited when studying the 
distribution intensity of image for optical 
systems contain aberrations, because of  the 
aberrations cause complex secondary peaks 
,therefore extended objects have been used 
in this case , because the distinct 
illumination of this objects such as (line, 
edge, triangle, etc.) which have wide 
applications in optical systems[4]. 
Many researchers studied and 
discussed the effect of aperture shape on 
intensity image for different objects, the 
researchers M.Fernandes and M.Dela Cruz 
[5] compared between the analytical and 
numerical fourier-bessel form for 
diffraction pattern of circle and square 
apertures, James E. Harvey and Christ 
Ftaclas[6] discussed the effect of  annular 
aperture on image quality of optical 
telescope, Tingyu Zhao and Feihong Yu[7] 
studied the point spread function (PSF) of 
wave front coding system with a 
rectangular pupil theoretically and 
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numerically compare with cubic phase 
wave front coding system with a circular 
pupil, Al-jizany[8] studied the effect of 
motion factor on triangular object with 
circular and annular apertures for optical 
system has many kinds of aberrations and 
conclude that the annular aperture better 
than circle in resolving power and lessening 
the depth of focus ,also J.N.Maggo et.al. 
[9]evaluated the optical transfer function 
for rectangular aperture using uniform and 
non-uniform illumination for triangular 
object . 
In this research the diffraction-limited 
system or include aberrations was studied 
for triangular spread function (TSF) to 
triangular object have half width of base 
(L=4)  and demonstrated the effect of side 
obstruction of circular aperture by line and 
by hyperbola in comparison with circular 
aperture and annular aperture which studied 
in previous research [8] for many value of 
obstruction  . 
2.Theoretical model: 
 
 
Diffraction on a circular aperture is 
present on all optical devices and 
instruments with circular symmetry. 
A perfect lens transforms a plane 
wave front into a converging spherical 
wave, any deviations from this ideal 
behavior can be described by introducing a 
complex Pupil function, both amplitude and 
phase aberrations can be presented in a 
lens, but it is latter that usually play the 
dominant role, the amplitude aberrations 
are typically limited to some apodization 
towards the edge of the pupil[10].  
The used object is triangular which 
can derive its function from the pupil 
function technique,the triangular is an 
extended uniform Object, it is consider 
composed of a set of linear sources parallel 
and compact. The intensity in an image of 
triangular object can be found through the 
use of convolution integration, which is a 
mathematical process enables us to find 
intensity to the image of a particular object 
using the spread function[10],where the 
convolute complex amplitude in an image 
of line object with the complex amplitude 
of triangular to get the complex amplitude 
of triangular object after taking the 
integration convolution, i.e.: 
 
)1......()'()()'( 

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Where T (z '): is the distribution of image 
intensity of the triangular object ,T (z ) : 
represents the function of triangular object, 
L (z'-z) : the line spread function resulting 
from a line source located within the 
triangular on the axis z which is defined as 
follows [8]: 
substitute the value of  L (z'-z)  from 
equation (2) in (1) we obtain : 
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Where f (x, y) : is a function of the pupil, 
which can be written as follows[8,11]: 
 
 
k: wave number which equal to (2π/λ),              
λ:is the wavelength of light used,                                                     
representing the distribution of true 
amplitude at the pupil and termed the 
transparency of the pupil, its value equal to 
one for a uniform aperture.  
other term of the equation is 
aberrations polynomial which represents 
spherical and astigmatism aberrations 
[11,12]: 
 
 
                                               ……(5)          
  
re-arrange equation(3) : 
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The implicit integration in the last 
equation represents the spectrum intensity 
of the triangular object which can be found 
by inverse Fourier transform [8,9]: 
 
Where L: represents the half width of base 
triangular object, substitution the spectrum 
intensity of the triangular object from 
equation (8) in equation (7) results :  
 
 
 
 
 
simplify the equation to becomes[8]: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where N: is a normalization constant 
is calculated from (T(0) = 1) for the 
diffraction limited system,this constant 
depends on (L). 
The intensity distribution of the 
diffraction pattern is affected mainly the 
shape and size of the used aperture, so the 
qualification of system and the quality of 
their performance depends on the 
appropriate choice of the used aperture 
shape to ensure the best image .  
The limits of integration for triangular 
spread function were given by the limits of 
aperture which used in optical system, in 
this study the following apertures were 
selected: 
2.1. Circular aperture : 
 
The common use of the circular 
aperture in optical devices have given 
preference in terms of comparison with the 
other apertures, the limits of equation (10) 
determine through the aperture with              
a circular pupil with area (π) and a radius 
(1) as shown in (figure 1-a) (the area of 
circle aperture is same in all cases) as 
follows : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0.0 .Central obstruction circular aperture 
(annular aperture) : 
 
Annular aperture (figure 1-b ) is a 
considerable practical importance and 
usually encountered when using control 
stop in the optical system with circular 
aperture, we input new term (e) which 
represent the ratio between radius of circle 
aperture and  radius of  obstructed aperture 
or : 
reR
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Equation of (TSF) for annular aperture 
results from subtraction TSF of obstructed 
region from same function of circle 
aperture so: 
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3.0 . Side obstruction circular aperture by 
line : 
To find (TSF) for circular aperture 
obstructed by lines at sides as shown in 
(figure 1-c) we divide this aperture into 
three regions (1,2,3) and derive the 
equation of intensity for each region then 
collect all equations to result the equation 
of intensity for circular aperture obstructed 
by side, the TSF results from intensity 
function of this regions, so must find the 
intersection points of circle and lines which 
can be obtained as following : 
Equation of circle is : 
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Equation of lines are: 
 
)14....(, cxcx   
 Where (c): is the distance from the 
circumference to point at axis represent the 
line.                                                  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
From  eq.(13) & eq.(14) we get :  
 
 
Then intersection points are 
:  
 
,thus the equation of  (TSF) becomes 
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.0 4. Side obstruction circular aperture by 
hyperbola: 
 
Triangular spread function for 
circular aperture obstructed by hyperbola 
from sides as shown in  (figure 1-d) can be 
found by dividing this aperture into three 
regions and found  intersection points of 
circle and hyperbola curve, then  : 
 
 
 
 
 
From eq.(17) and eq.(16) and eq.(13) 
TSF can be written as following:
 
Equation of hyperbola is:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subtract eq.(16) from eq.(13) we obtain : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
, 
 
 Where (a): represent the distance from 
center point to tip of hyperbola (which 
represent also value of obstruction),  
 
(b):represent the value determine in vertical 
height of hyperbola curve(which taken 
(b=4) as constant in research). 
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  Figure (1) shape of apertures    
 
 
A 
Circular aperture 
B 
Circular aperture with circular central 
obstruction  
C 
Circular aperture with side 
obstruction by line  
 
D 
Circular aperture with side 
obstruction by hyperbola  
 
r 
R 
R 
 
3 
2 
1 
 
3 region  
2 region  
2 region  
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3 region  
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3.Results and Discussion : 
 
 
The triangular spread function has 
been solved by using the program 
(MathCAD) for ideal optical system or 
contain focus error (W20=0.5λ,1λ) or 
contain spherical aberration (W40=1λ) or 
astigmatism aberration (W22=1λ) with 
rotation angle (0=ϕ) . 
The results of circular and annular 
apertures have been calculated in the 
previous research[8],the previous results 
were computed using numerical method ,in 
this research evaluate results using 
mathematical programming, the previous 
and present results (numerical and 
mathematical solution)  are agreement at 
the common cases. 
  The figures (2,3,4) show the effect 
of (annular, side obstruction by line, side 
obstruction by hyperbola) circular apertures 
respectively, on intensity distribution of 
triangular image for ideal optical system, 
the results show that increase in ratio of 
central obstruction lead to decrease in half 
width of curves, this is work to increase the 
resolution power of optical system because 
the obstruction lead to decrease the flux of 
passing light therefore the area under curve 
to become less than circular aperture, while 
the effect of sides obstruction (by line or 
hyperbola) leads to increase in half width of 
curves  because centering the enter light 
through aperture, this is work to decrease 
the resolution power of systems, but the 
depth of focus is increased in optical 
systems whenever an increase in side 
obstruction accrued.    
The figures (5,6,7) indicate the effect 
of  focus error (W20=0.5λ) in optical system 
for (annular, side obstruction by line, side 
obstruction by hyperbola) circular apertures 
respectively. The effect of focus error leads 
to degeneration of the intensity in central 
peak to (0.67531) for circular aperture. 
The ratio of central obstruction leads 
to decrease in the value of central intensity 
whenever an increase in obstruction occurs 
as shown in table (1),because deviation of 
light at focus therefore any central 
obstruction effect on intensity of image,   
so, this aperture is not useful in systems that 
contain focus error, while the increase in 
sides obstruction lead to increase in the 
value of normalization of central intensity 
of the triangular image of aperture 
obstructed by line which are shown clearly 
in table (2) and for aperture obstructed by 
side hyperbola in table (3) . 
When the system contain focus error 
(W20=1λ) and spherical aberrations 
(W40=1λ) as shown in figures (8,9,10), for 
(annular, side obstruction by line, side 
obstruction by hyperbola) circular apertures 
respectively, the value of normalization 
intensity became (0.46012) when the 
spherical aberration and focus error were 
found in system using circular aperture. 
The increase of obstruction ratio of 
annular aperture work to decrease the value 
of central intensity of triangular image as 
show in table (1), the effect of spherical 
aberration and focus error lead to unsharp 
and lower intensity at focus point, in 
addition to effect of obstruction quantity 
which work to lessening central light 
intensity entering through aperture. 
The effect of side obstruction (by line 
or hyperbola), lead to an increase in values 
of normalization central intensity of image 
whenever an increase in side obstruction 
occurs as indicated in tables (2,3) for side 
line and side hyperbola obstruction 
respectively, because of the side obstruction 
work to entering light at center of aperture 
and don’t allow light to pass at  edges 
which lead to make the intensity of image 
more centering and decrease effect of 
aberration in system . 
The figures (11,12,13) show us effect 
of astigmatism aberration (w22=1) with 
rotation angle (ϕ=0) and existence focus 
error (w20=1) for (annular, side obstruction 
by line, side obstruction by hyperbola) 
apertures respectively. 
The effect of  focus error and 
astigmatism aberration lead to make the 
image unformed, and when using annular 
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aperture the image be more unformed 
because the appearance of central intensity 
far from center of system axis ,in addition 
to the central obstruction lead to a decrease 
in the value  of intensity (table 1). 
        The side obscuration work to minimize 
the effect of astigmatism aberration ,so the 
intensity rise to (0.976, 0.97456) when 
obstruction by line and hyperbola at the 
highest obstruction (c=a=0.75) respectively 
, as show in tables (2,3) . 
 
 
 
 
 
Table (1) central intensity of triangular image for annular aperture with different states of 
aberrations 
 
 
 
 
 
Table (2) central intensity of triangular image for aperture obstructed by side line with 
different states of aberrations 
 
 
 
 
Table (3) central intensity of triangular image for aperture obstructed by side hyperbola with 
different states of aberrations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
state circular annular 
When z\=0 e=0 e=0.25 e=0.5 e=0.75 
w20=0,w40=0,w22=0 1 1 1 1 
w20=0.5,w40=0,w22=0 0.67531 0.66723 0.61417 0.4940 
w20=1,w40=1,w22=0,ϕ=0 0.46012 0.44683 0.37392 0.32627 
w20=1,w40=0,w22=1, ϕ=0 0.23079 0.21175 0.09764 0.04154 
state circular side obstruction by line 
When  z\=0 c=1 c=0.75 c=0.5 c=0.25 
w20=0,w40=0, w22=0 1 1 1 1 
w20=0.5,w40=0,w22=0 0.67531 0.81673 0.95219 0.99666 
w20=1,w40=1,w22=0, ϕ=0 0.46012 0.52512 0.81927 0.98668 
w20=1,w40=0,w22=1, ϕ=0 0.23079 0.33499 0.72203 0.976 
state circular Side obstruction by hyperbola 
When  z\=0 a=1 a=0.75 a=0.5 a=0.25 
w20=0,w40=0, w22=0 1 1 1 1 
w20=0.5,w40=0,w22=0 0.67531 0.81443 0.95081 0.99653 
w20=1,w40=1,w22=0, ϕ=0 0.46012 0.52328 0.8145 0.98616 
w20=1,w40=0,w22=1, ϕ=0 0.23079 0.33184 0.71349 0.97456 
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Figure (2) 
Intensity distribution of triangular object image for ideal optical system having different 
values of central obstruction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (3) 
Intensity distribution of triangular object image for optical ideal system having different 
values of side obstruction by line 
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Figure (4) 
Intensity distribution of triangular object image for optical ideal system having different 
values of side obstruction by hyperbola 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (5) 
object image for optical system contain focus error  triangularsity distribution of Inten
bstructiono ralcentvalues of  different=0.5) with 20(w 
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Figure (6) 
object image for optical system contain focus error  triangularIntensity distribution of 
inelbstruction by oide svalues of  different =0.5) with20(w 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (7) 
object image for optical system contain focus error  triangularIntensity distribution of 
hyperbolabstruction by oide svalues of  different=0.5) with 20(w 
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Figure (8) 
) 1=20object image for optical system contain focus error (w triangularIntensity distribution of 
bstructiono tralcenvalues of  different with )1=04and spherical aberration (w 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (9) 
) 1=20bject image for optical system contain focus error (wo triangularIntensity distribution of 
inelbstruction by oide svalues of  different)with 1=04and spherical aberration (w 
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Figure (10) 
) 1=20or (wobject image for optical system contain focus err triangularIntensity distribution of 
hyperbolabstruction by oide svalues of  different with )1=04and spherical aberration (w 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (11) 
) 1=20object image for optical system contain focus error (w triangularIntensity distribution of 
 ralcentvalues of  different =0) forϕ( with rotation angle )1=22aberration (w stigmatismaand 
obstruction 
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Figure (12) 
) 1=20object image for optical system contain focus error (w triangularIntensity distribution of 
ide ss of value different =0) forϕ( with rotation angle )1=22aberration (w Astigmatismand 
obstruction by line 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (13) 
) 1=20object image for optical system contain focus error (w triangularIntensity distribution of 
ide svalues of  different =0) forϕ( with rotation angle )1=22aberration (w Astigmatismand 
obstruction by hyperbola 
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 4. Conclusions: 
 
1- Using annular aperture in ideal 
optical system lead to an increase in 
resolution power, while using side 
obstruction circular aperture lead to 
an increase in depth of focus . 
2- When the optical system contains 
focus error, or aberrations, using 
side obstruction circular aperture 
lead to an increase in intensity of the 
image, while annular aperture work 
to decrease the intensity and the 
image will be unshaped, therefore 
using side obstruction circular 
aperture is the better than annular 
aperture or circular aperture in the 
systems contain aberrations . 
3- An increase in side obstruction 
cause an increase in intensity value 
of the image distribution, therefore 
case of obstruction  (0.75) better 
than other cases. 
4- The side obstruction circular 
aperture by line better than side 
obstruction circular aperture by 
hyperbola in values of image 
intensity at all cases.
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